650 night hawk

In , the Nighthawk replaced the Custom of the previous years and featured a re-designed tank
and side covers. The new engine had hydraulic valve lash adjusters and was rubber mounted.
This year also saw the move from chain drive to shaft-drive for this model. Full specs on this
motorcycle can be found here. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article does not cite
any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Categories : Honda motorcycles Motorcycles
introduced in Standard motorcycles. Hidden categories: Articles lacking sources from June All
articles lacking sources All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from March Articles with unsourced statements from January Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Front: Showa air-spring, 39mm stanchion tube
diameter, brake-actuated hydraulic anti-dive Rear: dual Showa shocks, 5-way adjustable spring
preload, 4-way adjustable rebound damping. Front: Dual single-action hydraulic calipers, CD
Benly. CB Super Dream. CB Nighthawk. VTR Interceptor. VT Spada. CBN Super Dream. Honda
NT Sport touring. GL Gold Wing. CM Twinstar. Alan Stevens Al-onwheels. Submit more pictures.
Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such
bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures,
trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners.
Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About
Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle
classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other motorbike. Displacement :. Compression :.
Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Its
smoothness and comfort invite long rides. Having a motorcycle that needs barely more
maintenance than a safetypin is a bargain only if its owner genuinely enjoys the way the
motorcycle works. Now the Nighthawk delivers. Everyone who has ridden the Nighthawk has
come back impressed. This is the new measuring standard of the inch class. And the standard
has just been raised. A lot. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers.
Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries.
Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Sell or buy used bikes? Ads are free. You can list all Honda CB SC
Nighthawk available and also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in
the future. Bikez has a high number of users looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike,
you should view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And
check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this
Honda bike. You can also compare bikes. This Nighthawk was truly a marvel of good looks and
efficiency when it appeared in Good lines, good paint, cast alloy wheels, megaphone-styled
exhaust and 65 horses out of an all-new cc in-line four. This middling-sized engine sported 16
valves, two overhead camshafts and hydraulic control of valve lash. With six gears connected
to a trouble-free shaft drive. It seemed that checking tire pressures, occasionally changing the
oil and keeping the bike looking shiny was all the maintenance an owner had to do. So maybe
we better start a little earlier. Like back in , when the Japanese manufacturers were still
wondering about what cylinder sizes sold best. Since the old Brit-bike s had sold well and were
quite popular, the Big Four Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki were all offering sâ€”twins and
fours. Honda came out with a very nice CBC four-banger, cc, with single overhead camshaft,
two valves per cylinder, and five-speed gearbox with chain final drive. After three years the
marketing department felt the model needed a little more pizzazz. And a catchy new
nameâ€”Nighthawk. But this Nighthawk used the old CB engine and chassis, with a new tank,
bodywork and saddle. Would the new name and styling work? No time to find out, really,
because within a year an entirely new CBSC Nighthawk appeared, which had obviously been in
the planning when Honda gilded the old CB lily for the model year. It actually seemed that this
was not a smart move, because the minor attention given to the styling gave the alphanumeric
designation a hint of boredom. However, the model put the lie to that, getting rave reviews from
everyone, everywhere. As noted in the opening paragraph, the new doubled the number of
camshafts and valves. Each of the four cylinders had a slightly oversquare bore of 60mm,
stroke of 58mm. For those interested in the minutia, the valves had an included angle of 38
degrees, with the intakes 28mm enjoying 18 degrees, the exhausts For the average layman,
these are just numbers, while for the engineer, these are essential for maximizing intake and
output charges. And Honda made sure that the critically minded motojournalists knew all about
this. Fuel was fed in via four 29mm Keihin CV carburetors. The starter operating through a
self-adjusting chain running to the crankshaft and alternator discreetly cooled by a fan were
mounted behind the cylinders in order to minimize engine widthâ€”which was 16 inches, almost
four inches narrower than the previous Nothing stuck out to touch the ground should a sporty

type want to see how far he could leanâ€”unless he fell down. Another self-adjusting chain
getting rid of another onerous task ran up between cylinders two and three to spin the cams.
The crankshaft was one piece, and off the right end was the rotor that triggered the electronic
ignitionâ€¦all done with magnets, wrote one humorous reporter. Primary drive was via a big
sprocket 54 teeth that sat at the left end of the crank, which spun an even bigger sprocket 92
teeth inboard of the wet, hydraulically operated, six-plate clutch. The rider had a choice of six
well-thought-out gears, which transferred power to the rear wheel via a shaft. The drivetrain sat
in a full-cradle, tubular steel frameâ€”and was rubber mounted. Those annoying 10,rpm
vibrations could barely be felt, leaving the rider to happily spin the motor up to redline. Showa
supplied the suspension, with a 39mm fork up front, without air-assistance. However, the height
could be slightly adjusted by adding air, while changing oil weight could alter the damping
qualities. Rake was A long, almost inch, box-section swingarm ran out to a pair of shock
absorbers that offered both rebound and compression damping adjustments, along with five
spring-preload settings. Heavier riders complained about the shocks being too soft. Handling
also suffered a bit due to the up and down jacking activity of the shaft, but only the sportiest of
riders would find serious fault. Wheelbase was a shortish It had performance, handling, styling,
a Honda was sure it had a winner. It didâ€¦in Europe. But less so in the U. The European rider
tended to be more practical, and his motorcycle was usually his only transportation. But
Americans were more focused on style rather than function, and were looking for very sporty
bikes, or touring models, or the ever-popular cruiser. However, all Nighthawks were gone by
â€”only to have the name resurrected in The young fellow who bought it, could not believe his
luck. I miss that 6th gear! I am a proud owner of a Honda cb sc nighthawk. It corners like a
dream very little counter steering. Power is smooth and kicks in with an attitude starting at 3rd
gear. Loads of power and 6 th gear keeps the rpms low and delivers 65 plus mph under 6K r.
New bigger hand grips, halogen bulb, starts with no choke in summer and can out run any cc
without even breathing hard. I ride it hard at 75 mph and never hesitates. I bought a 6cbsc love
it. It has Can roll it on a ramp and take it camping. That bike was my sole transportation in , and
That bike gave me some of the best memories of my life. Absolutely loved it and it was as
durable as they come and faster than many s. Is it difficult to find parts for and get these bikes
serviced? My had minimal issues what so ever it was stone reliable no points shaft drive non
issue there smooth quiet and for its day FAST ,hydralic clutch nice touch lightweight comfy seat
, i am considering selling my sporty to finance a good used nighthawk harleys vibrate less
power only 45 ponys never disappointed with that honda. Plugs, wires,and oil is pretty much the
majority of required maintenance. Lots of parts on Ebay for this model. You end up rebuilding
stuff rather than replacing it. I own a 85 I do all the work on it myself and have found parts to be
cheap and readily available. You must be mechanically inclined though. Go for it!! Its Beautiful!!
Never had any issues with motor, transmission, or drive. Shocks are worn a bit and front forks
were rebuilt a month ago. Newer tires are next, I may go to radialsâ€¦maybe? I still ride the Night
hawk to work almost daily!! But one of my favorites is the Nighthawk. This is one of the best
kept secrets in motorcycling. Had been sitting unused since around Only about miles on it. This
is a one year only bike.. It definitely needs work needs gauges, headlight, battery, possible
re-wiring, etc I will take apart and bench test everything down to frame. If anyone has things I
should keep in mind or watch out for please reply P. Important always grease the rear final drive
when you take the rear wheel off. I had the unfortunate experience of being broke down on the
highway. The splines and teeth will basically disintegrate and you will have no rear wheel drive.
Also fill the final drive outer bolt attached to the hub with hydronic fluid. The starter is hard to
find a replacement and I paid around dollars for a rebuilt one. Also the bike should be on a
trickle charger as it only charges after 2. If you notice at a stop lights your front headlight will
dim. I have a CB sitti ng in my garage. Complete bike. I rode it for 8 years then parked it and
bought a Ducati. I have completly rebuilt one of the same year that my cousin had. My bike is all
original. I have great memories of it. Not a dink or dent on it, although I did run through a couple
of break levers teaching my sons to drive it. One just turned 40 and I am giving it to him as a
present. One funny story, at age 10, on the way back from a baseball game, he almost fell asleep
on the way home. After that very scary moment, I made all of my kids singâ€¦Rainbow
Connection by Kermit the Frog whenever I took them places. No one had fallen asleep since. My
first bike was a Honda Rebel that I bought used with a burnt clutch, which I fixed myself. It was
a great learning bike but I outgrew the cc motor. It reminded me of the great times I had
motorcycling. Soon afterwards, I started the hunt for another used bike but I wanted something
reliable. But after seeing a lot of videos of how much power it hadâ€¦.. So after looking at
classifieds for a very long timeâ€¦â€¦.. I came across the CBSC. It had everything I wantedâ€¦..
Then finallyâ€¦â€¦â€¦.. I came across a mint condition beauty with 9K miles for sale on the
computer, that I went the same day in rain to purchase. Best purchase of my life. Absolute

mintâ€¦â€¦.. It just reminds me that I have to get out and ride. I just picked up an 85 for bucks.
Just under 6k miles on it, only catch is its been sitting in a garage for 15 years. But the lights
still turn on. Any ideas? Should I still buy it? Always looking to sell or trade though. Is this a
European model by chance. Honda did make several bikes with the CBX branding. Do you have
any pics? Here is the Australian version said to be a US bike too? Hi Todd, you own the
european version. Most parts of the Nighthawk fit. I have tested it. It was by far the best
motorcycle I have ever owned. I still kick myself for selling it. The owner told me the oil pump is
bad, but the engine still turns over. Could it be the oil pump chain or something else? My late
son brendan would have bought this had he lived longer. He passed from pneumonia, had not
had his pneumonia inocculation. Brendan, all these good folk will ride their Nighthawks in your
name I hope. Love Mom. I remember back in the day these were scorned as jumpy rear
handling, short suspension with driveshaft weight. I also see adjustable rebound and
compression damping, on the IEM shocks which speaks against bad suspension. I wonder.
Having issues with it run when hot. Carbs are good checked them all. Re wired most of bike.
After it cools down has no problem starting right back up. Someone help. They are great bikes. I
have an 84 nighthawk. Runs like a champ but when I turn the key on sometimes the oil light
neutral light and tail light wont come on. All other lights work fine and it is legal even the high
beam light works. It was working this morning then when I shut it off and then turn it back on
after stopping somewhere this happens. Anybody have any answers to what it could be. I have
tried turning it on and off over and over nothing. It will still start and run fine I just like to have
my tach gas gauge and gear selector on. Any help would be appreciated. Could be the fuse
block below the headlight bucket. The fuse holders for one of the fuses had broken and contact
and naturally, continuity, was sporadicâ€¦. I always thought the Nighthawk was the one to have.
Better styling in my opinion and a more upright seating position. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U.
West U. Rider Magazine. What do people think? I have the same doubt someone knows
something for Latin America. Did you find a Nighthawk? Beautiful strong bike my got tore up
still looking for a Honda Nighthawk blue or red. Looking for a engine for cb nighthawk. Azeez, I
have motor in NC that has 6, miles on it. Is that the same as a CBSC? Sorry if that is a dumb
question. I am new! For Phyillis, Godspeed Brendan. I am looking at one of these on CL Boston
and find it attractive. I had problems to start the engine when hot. Please enter your comment!
Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular.
What's New? Clement Salvadori - February 19, Clement Salvadori - February 17, Make Honda.
Model Nighthawk. Great Running bike with new tires and rebuilt carbs. The bike is run daily with
no problems. The only reason I'm selling the bike is because I'm simply too big for it. Good
condition Honda nighthawk cbsc with miles. I have a clean Texas title in my name. It just had a
lot of work done. Runs and rides great! Recent work:New rear tire 15 miles on it! New fork oil
seals and dust covers. New fork oil. New battery. New rear differential oil. New valve cover
gasket and seals. It starts up easy. The charging system has been tested and works good. It has
NO oil leaks at all. If you have any questions please send me a message. I live in Houston, TX. I
can meet within 10 miles of the Galleria if you want to see the bike in person. I had several of
these motorcycles at my aircraft hanger in San Diego, with just about every new spare part you
can think of. I moved them here to my home on Lake Erie where I decided to fix them up. These
bikes were very popular in Southern California. They were fast, shaft driven, four bangers with
dual front disc brakes and anti-dive. The lifters are hydraulic and maintenance free. They are
exceptionally well built having worked on them a lot in my spare time. This bike has the
following new parts: 1. Completely rebuilt new carbs. Even the felt washers were replaced on
the throttle shafts. New air intake boots and intake engine manifold boots. It has a brand new
fuel tank, ignition switch, gas cap, and helmet lock set. A brand new set of coils, NKG plugs and
spark wires. It has brand new fork tubes and bushings, rebuilt front fork seals, and rebuilt front
brake calipers. The brake and clutch master cylinders were rebuilt. The slave cylinder was
rebuilt and the clutch springs and disks are well within tolerance. It has new horns better design
and a new front light. It has a near mint exhaust system and a nice spare one to go with the
bike. It has a new gel cell battery and starter solenoid. The control switches and cables were all
cleaned, lubricated, and reassembled. New rings were installed and the head given a valve job,
while replacing the valve stem oil seals. The bike idles nicely at rpm and the carbs have yet to
be adjusted. The alternator was rebuilt and bench tested. It works perfectly. It has new front and
rear brake pads. The rear shocks are fine. The starter has been rebuilt and a another rebuilt
starter come with the bike. The anti-dive has new seals and boots. The gearshift drum cover has
new seals and the shifter has new boots. Not even broken in. The engine is complete with oil
filter and cooler assembly. You will not find one like this anywhere. The engine still has it's
original factory markings on it. The timing and clutch covers have some scuffs on it, as you can

see in the pictures, which are easily removed and buffed out. I have new exhaust valves, intake
valves and valve stem guides with the removal, installation tool and a valve guide reamer. These
are fast great bikes, fun to own, and fuel efficient. I can be reached at if you have any questions.
Clean bike, great shape for an Currently 24, miles. Gets driven 50 miles per week max. New rear
tire, battery and fork seals in Small ding in tank in front right from wind screen no longer on
bike. Seat had been recovered by previous owner. No known issues, no leaks or drips. Model
CB. Set your watch to it. Nice older Honda Nighthawk cb Runs great, reliable and solid. New
Battery, call and ask for Jim with any questions. Didn't Sell On Auction. Make An Offer! This
thing has a ton of custom work done to it! I acquired this project from my friend and had 2
Wheels Heaven in Orlando finish the work. The bike is laid out to be a blend between Cafe Racer
and Brat style, so it's mean but a more laid back ride. The tank is a so it has a larger fuel
capacity and gives the bike a meaner look. It has been clear coated to preserve the rust look
without the rust continuing to eat away. All spark plugs and wiring were upgraded. Front fork is
original, but it has been cleaned up and has a new brake line with fresh fluid. Rear brake is in
excellent working order and rear springs are new. Exhaust is custom and is wrapped for a
meaner look and also to protect rider from heat transfer. Bike chain is in excellent condition. I'm
not sure how many miles are on the bike as the odometer was broken when I acquired it, plus
it's an antique. The tires are brand new and also only have miles on them. I've had the majority
of the electrical cleaned up and worked on. All running lights, license plate light, headlight and
brake lights work perfectly. The blinkers do not operate, but I discovered it would just need
some work done to install a resistor. Electric start works smoothly every time, and I always keep
the battery on trickle charger comes with it. This thing runs amazing. May need a minute or two
with the choke on to warm up, but not long. The transmission shift smoothly through all 5
gears. Bike is always kept covered in a carport. I'm happy to provide a video of the bike running
upon request. Feel free to ask questions. I have clean and clear title in hand! This bike has only
10,original documented miles. I have a clear MASS title in my name. It is in excellent running
and cosmetic condition. It is ready to ride. I just took it off the road. All parts are present and
undamaged including the seat which has no rips or tears. Tires are near new. The exhaust
system is NOS-these new original pipes are nearly impossible to find. That is because I
removed the battery and just set the seat in place before taking photos. Everything fits perfectly
and I will reinstall the battery if it sells. This was the last year of the SOHC engine and a one
year production, , only. You won't see many of these on the road, especially in blue and
especially in this condition. There are still many weeks of riding left. The buyer is responsible
for all shipping costs and arrangements. Feel free to email with any questions. Model CB
Nighthawk. Offered for sale is a Honda CB Great running condition. Carbs done. Dependable
classic that's so fun and economical. Good tires. Only 20, miles. Don't miss it! Clean clear title
on all of our bikes. Come see her at E. Clarendon Dr. Dallas, Texas Call me at or on my cell at
We accept all major cr cards. If you have a job and a bank account, financing is available on the
year models and newer. Bad credit and no credit okay! Model Cb. Clean original exhaust pipes.
Carbs rebuilt, pod filters fitted. Stock air box included. Not ridden this year Has small tear in
seat taped over. Clear Ohio title in my name. Can ship for a fee. Could be delivered at Walneck's
swap meet in Springfield, Ohio Oct. Tires were replaced summer of , only miles on them. Bike
was well maintained. New Battery. Starts and runs, carbs may need to be adjusted since the
bike has been sitting since October of When I purchased the bike it had the luggage rack, back
rest, case guards installed by Pete's Honda. I have for sale a Honda Nighthawk CB with miles. It
is in good condition, and the tires have a good amount of tread on them. Could use an oil
change, haven't gotten around to it here at the start of riding season. Runs great, starts right up
every time. Miles will go up gradually as I ride it when the weather is nice. Also comes with a
Clymer repair manual. Manual included. Needs new battery. Taillights need reattached but
should still be working. Not ridden in 2 years, but stored in garage, not left outside at any point.
This motorcycle is in very good condition and is very lightly used. Payson, AZ. Gresham, OR.
Ridgefield, WA. Gloucester, VA. Waterford, MI. Cripple Creek, CO. Dix Hills, NY. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Cb Nighthawk. Honda :
Nighthawk Freshly painted red with brand new tires, wheels, and breaks. Year Make Honda
Model Nighthawk. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Honda Model Cb. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Skip to main
content of over 1, results for "honda nighthawk parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping.
Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 10 left in stock - order soon.
Promotion Available. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 14 left in stock -

order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 18 left in
stock - order soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Only 8 left
in stock - order soon. N
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